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Over the past days, Belarus, an eastern European state bordering with Ukraine, Poland,
Lithuania and Latvia, has become a scene of a new regime change attempt on the territory
of the former USSR.

On August 9, the country held presidential elections and saw a dramatic increase of activity
of opposition forces. The mobilized opposition and the wide-scale pro-opposition campaign
in international and local media that took place exploited the existing issues in the economic
and social sphere of the country as well as the general dissatisfaction of a part of the
population  with  the  corruption  and  fossilized  elites,  represented  by  acting  President
Alexander Lukashenko.

Despite this, preliminary results showed that Lukashenko received approximately 80% of
votes, while the opposition candidate Svetlana Tikhanovskaya received about 10% of the
ballots. Over 4% of voters chose the “against all candidates” option. The election turnout
was 84.23%. Even if one imagines mass falsifications during the election process, that may
lead to a 15-20% increase of the result of Lukashenko, the election became a major failure
for opposition forces.

https://southfront.org/wp-content/uploads/video/IMR_11_08_20.mp4

Nevertheless,  the  history  of  various  coups  around  the  world  demonstrates  that  a
consolidated and well-coordinated aggressive minority can seize power if it faces no proper
response to its actions from the government. Such situation happened during the so-called
‘Maidan’  coup  in  Ukraine  in  2014,  when  an  aggressive  group  of  radical  nationalists
supported by foreign forces exploited the criminal inaction of the Yanukovich government.
The overwhelming majority of the population did not support the coup and the further
violence that expanded throughout Ukraine.  Nonetheless,  the silent majority became a
victim of the aggressive and vocal minority.

No surprise, the opposition immediately declared the election rigged and did not recognize
its results. Violent protests started in Minsk and other large cities of Belarus. On August 9
and August 10, the protests strike force, led by radical Belarusian nationalists and leftist
Antifa groups, clashed with police throwing at them rocks, bottles and beating isolated
police  officers.  Well-coordinated  mobile  groups  of  protesters  tried  to  block  local  voting
places and allegedly threw at least several petrol bombs at security personnel. However,
reports about the usage of so-called Molotov cocktails are yet to be confirmed.

Security forces responded with an increase of security measures across the country, the
establishment of  additional  checkpoints and the usage of  tear  gas and rubber bullets.
According to the country’s  Ministry of  the Interior,  dozens of  police officers and protesters
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were injured in the clashes. Authorities also said that a protester died from wounds received
when an explosive device blew up in his hand. He was allegedly planning to throw it at
security forces.

A network of social media accounts, many of them operated from places outside Belarus,
like Poland and the Baltic states, with support from mainstream media outlets try to paint
the  picture  of  the  total  collapse  of  the  government,  releasing  instructions  for  rioters,
personal  data  of  police  officers,  and  spreading  fake  news  about  Lukashenko  supposedly
fleeing Belarus. A special topic covered by these media outlets is the use of violence against
the allegedly peaceful protesters. How groups of radicals provoking and attacking  police
officers  could  be  peaceful  remains  out  of  the  question.  Pro-coup  media  also  promote  the
idea of national-wide strike starting on August 11.

At the same time, according to local sources and evidence from the site of clashes, the
Belarusian law enforcement has demonstrated a high motivation to act decisively in their
effort to stop the spread of the chaos. President Lukashenko, regardless the criticism of his
economic or political strategies, apparently learnt the lessons of history and is taking active
steps to prevent the coup.

The United States and the European Union already declared the elections in Belarus ‘unfair’
and  ‘not  independent’.  As  of  August  11,  the  main  Belarusian  opposition  candidate,
Tikhanovskaya,  and  several  top  members  of  her  campaign  fled  to  Lithuania,  from  where
they are making loud statements calling for what she calls ‘revolution’.

The pro-Western, neo-liberal part of the Russian opposition also held a rally in support of the
coup attempt in Belarus in the front of the Belarusian embassy in Moscow.

Just  a  few weeks  ago,  Lukashenko was  publicly  flirting  with  Washington & Co and making
anti-Russian statements. With the start of the election crisis, his new friends immediately
betrayed him and in fact support the ongoing coup attempt. This once again demonstrated
that arrangements with the Washington establishment and the European bureaucrats are
not worth a row of beans.

The dividing line between constructive national forces and the coalition of various neo-
liberal,  pro-Western  factions  and  radical  nationalists  financed  by  the  West  and  trying  to
seize  the  power  by  any  means  once  again  became  especially  evident.

If the so-called ‘supporters of democracy’ achieve a victory, the area of instability currently
localized in Ukraine will expand into Belarus and may ignite fires in all over eastern Europe,
including the European part of Russia.
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